“Now the stops are Adams square, Blinker’s monument, and so on, but around here we just call them a, b, c, etc. My favorite way to ride is to get on at a and ride toward n. It goes on through l, b, i, r, g, d, e, m, n, k, b, h, c, d, u, e, p, q, s, j, k, l, m, o, q, g, d, t, h, i, j, a, o, p, f, u, t, c, r, s, and finally arrives back at a.”

“Um, Lu, I don’t see any of those labels on the map.”

Luella grinned slyly, “Aw, you don’t need labels, you can figure out from what I told you before which station is which on the map. Can’t you, Unc?”

Can you?
We will be using 8 lecture rooms:

**Kompas**: VKD ABC, VKD A, VKD B, VKD C;

**RR**: Ovalna 1, Ovalna 2, Planica 1, Planica 2.

The four lecture rooms in Kompas are in the basement and are in fact one large lecture room (VKD ABC) that sometimes will splits into four smaller ones (VKD A, VKD B, VKD C). The four lecture rooms in RR are: two on the ground floor (Ovalna 1 and Ovalna 2) and two on the top floor (Planica 1 and Planica 2). To reach Ovalna 1 and Ovalna 2, you'll have to cross the terrace — there should be some signs in place. To get to Planica 1 and 2, take the elevator or walk to the top floor and you won’t be able to miss them.

---

**The schedule**

As you might have noticed, the schedule will be rather hectic. With almost 250 talks in five days, we could not avoid running five or six parallel sessions each day. A typical day will start with two plenary talks (9am, 10am), followed by a half an hour coffee break and an hour of contributed or invited talks. Note that only one parallel session will remain in Kompas; the rest will be held in the four lecture rooms in RR. The afternoon sessions start at 2:30pm and will run six in parallel, three in RR and three in Kompas.

**Coffee breaks**

We will have two coffee breaks each day, except on Wednesday. The morning coffee break will be served in the lobby of Kompas after the plenary talks. The afternoon coffee break will be served in Kompas and on the ground floor in RR.

**Wednesday morning coffee break will be served in Kompas** (there is a mistake in the timetable).

**WiFi**

Wifi is freely available throughout the hotels. The network is called hitholidays-kg.si Free WiFi. It passed preliminary testing by the organizers, but the real test will only come when all 300 of us try to connect to it simultaneously. Let’s keep our fingers crossed.

**Name tags**

As you have probably noticed, there are some non-white colour tags. The organizing committee wears blue tags and the local organizing committee green ones. Anyone wearing a yellow tag belongs to the scientific committee. Light pink tags are for the invited speakers.

Finally, here’s something to keep you little grey cells busy until tomorrow.

**Knots by Stitch: In the Loop**

“Really, Uncle Louie, you won’t have any trouble getting around - Loopyville just installed a new subway system.”

“But, Luella, how do I know which line to take?”

“No problem there! There’s only one line - it just goes around and around, so you can hop on anyplace and sooner or later, you’ll get where you are going. And if you miss your stop just wait a while and you will soon come back to it from a different direction. Here, take a look at the map:”